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Abstract:

The nuclear thermodynamical quantities at low excitation

energy are studied in terms of the temperature dependent

antisymmetri2ed density matrices of many fermions in a harmonic

oscillator well. The relationship between this treatment and the

conventional shell model is studied. The nuclear level density

is formulated and compared with the conventional formula. It is

found that characteristic features of nuclear level densities

observed experimentally are reproduced. Also the excitation

energy dependence of the level density parameter a is found.

I. Introduction.

One of the main subjects of nuclear physics is to study the

behaviour of the nuclear matter at various excitation energies

and densities in a consistent manner. Nuclear phenomena at low

excitation energy have been successfully explained by the shell

model. The highly excited nuclear states ( HX ) formed by

medium and high energy nuclear collisions have been studied with

various models ~ ', and proton inclusive spectra and other

physical quantities of the HX are qualitatively explained.

However thus far no theoretical work exists to explain nuclear

phenomena both at high and low excitation energies in a

consistent manner. This may stem from following reasons • 1). It

is almost impossible to extract characteristic features of the

higher excited nuclear states from tremendous amount of the

diagonalized nuclear shell model states. 2). There is no

standard theoretical treatment of nuclear phenomena at low

excitation energy with such models of the HX,

One of the essential difference between the conventional

shell model and models of the HX is that the shell model state is

in good quantum state of the energy and the nucleon number, while

the HX is expressed by the temperature parameter and the nucleon

multiplicity { or chemical potential ). In this sense one may

quote a microcanonical ensemble of interacting many fermions as

the conventional shel1 model and a canonical ensemble ( or

grandcanonical ensemble ) as models of the HX . While those

ensembles are thermodynamically equivalent , in order to

describe the nuclear system both at low and high excitation
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energies consistently, we must choose either the microcanonical

or the canonical ( or grandcanonical ) ensemble as for the total

representation of the nuclear system. However, it is almost

impossible to extract fruitful information on nuclear phenomena

at high excitation energy from the conventional shell model

study. ( For instance, the conventional nuclear level density

formula predicts that the nucleus of mass 100 having 40 MeV fermi

energy has 10 levels at about 30 MeV excitation energy, and the

level density grows up drastically with the increase of the

excitation energy. ) On the contrary, it seems worthwhile to

examine whether it is possible to treat the nuclear system as a

canonical ensemble or not. To treat the nuclear system in such a

manner, we need to define thermodynamical quantities of the

nuclear system. And, in addition to the conventional shell model

treatment of nuclear levels and properties, we must deal with

nuclear phenomena and properties in quantum statistical

mechanical manner. In this and following works, we study the

nuclear yystem both at low and high excitation energies in terms

of the canonical ensemble, which is described by the temperature

T and the particle number N instead of the energy E and the

particle number N. And we try to clarify the thermodynamical

quantities of the nucleus. Fortunately, if the Harmonic

Oscillator ( HO ) two body interaction is employed, it becomes

possible to transform the representation from the microcanonical

ensemble to the canonica1 ensemble in analytical way by employing

the temperature dependent density matrix . In this paper, by

calculating various thermodynamical quantities of the system with

the temperature dependent antisymmetrized many particle density

matrices, we show that the canonical ensemble of many fermions at

low temperature can describe typical behaviours of the shell

model at low excitation energy.

In section II we firstly derive the temperature dependent

one particle density matrix in a HO potential, and then extend it

to the antisymmetrized many particle system. In section III,

with these antisymmetrized density matrices, we show that this

ensemble is equivalent to the ground state of the HO shell model

at low '•.emperature limit. In section IV we study the relation-

ship between thermodynamical quantities of the canonical ensemble

and the nuclear level density, and show that characteristic

features of the nuclear level density, which are found

experimentally, can be expressed as the properties of this

ensemble. Then we discuss the applicability of the conventional

level density formula to the real nuclear system. In ssction V

we discuss the future direction of this treatment.

II. Density matrix for the canonical ensemble.

For the hamiltonian of the 3-dimensional harmonic oscillator

the unnormalIzed one particle density matrix at temperature T

= 1/3 ) is given in the coordinate space by8 9)



where ffl = -=̂ p . The unnormalized one particle density matrices

satisfy the following additive relationship mathematically,

Q \

H
The trace Z of the unnormalized one particle density matrix and

the normalized one particle density matrix are given respectively

by

Z - T r C j * 1 ' 1 ! .

and

The expectation value for the operator A is defined by

(4)

(5)

f (3?/S':B) . (6)

The virial theorem is satisfied in this case as follows

For the system of N fermions obeying the hamiltonian

H ~ 2 -~- + S "T̂  (*! -R*t )
in arn r-i

*)

This hamiltonian is equivalent to that of N fermions interact-

ing with a H.O. force whose constant is properly adjusted.

(71

(8)

at EC = 0, the unnormalized density matrix is given by

(9)

where I -1 )

r 1 for even permutation

'(
1 -1 for odd permutation.

The distinguishable density matrix J is given by

Here the coordinate^" . represents spatial and spin ( also isospin

) variables. From the additive relationship ( eq.(3) ), we find

that the trace of the unnormalized density matrix satisfies the

following recurrence relation,

n),

where ZQ = 1 and 08IN,n) - ̂ ( - 1 ) n + 1 H n 6 E N . n .

The trace of single particle density matrix is given by

(11)

(13)

where f N = 2 for spin 1/2 particle

( ti = 4 for spin 1/2 and isospin 1/2 particle.

Using the unnormalized density matrix and its trace, we define

the density submatrix as follows



The one particle density submatrix is given by

N , a * p ! a G 8 ( N n

Y i **i' -51 * tj /l •* i' ̂ 1 * '
ti--i

The Helmholz free energy F is defined by the logarythm of the

trace ZN of the unnormalized density matrix, as follows

N dQ N o 2 3

The entropy SN and the heat capacity C of the system are defined

respectively by

(18)

The root mean square ( rms ) radius of the system is obtainable

with the virial theorem (?) in such a way that

(14) III, The relationship with the conventional shell model.

Thus far we obtain the antisymmetrized density matrix and

density submatrices for the canonical ensemble having a HO

constant -TiiO, temperature T ( = 1/8 ) and particle number N. Here

I15) we show that this canonical ensemble is equivalent to the ground

state of the HO shell model at low temperature limit. Since we

are dealing with the canonical ensemble of many fermions

interacting with a HO force, we can expect that, at low

temperature limit, the ensemble is identical with the ground

(16) state of the HO shell model, which corresponds to the case of no

interaction with the other part of the system ( heat bath ),

because the system is essentially isolated. To examine this

point we numerically calculate the thermodynaniical quantities of

the canonical ensemble and compare results with those obtained by

(17) the HO shell model. Here we employ the spin formalism, where the

system consists of spin 1/2 particles. And we neglect the

spin-orbit splitting of the single particle state.

III-1 The internal energy.

Firstly, we calculate the temperature ( T « 1/B ) dependence

of the internal energies with eq.(17) for systems of particle

number N <. 14 having the HO constant tiU) = 15 MeV, and compare

results with the total energies of the ground states obtained by

the HO shell model in Fig. 1. The internal energies so

calculated approach to the total energies of the ground states of

the HO shell model at low temperature limit. Although we are not

explicitly treating the system with the orbital angular momentum

(20) representation, as a result of Pauli exclusion principle, we find



the systematics of the orbital angular momentum of the occupied

nucleon state ( IS, IP, 2S1D etc.) in the internal energy. For

examples: The internal energies of N = 1 and 2 systems ran be

expressed by the occupation of the IS state having an energy of

3fiU)/2. For N = 3 to 8 systems, the increasing of internal

energies can be explained by the occupation of the IP state

having an energy of 5*n«J/2. And so on.

The mass number A ( = 2N ) dependence of the excitation

energy E (uN(T)-UN(T=0)) for given low temperatures (T = 1~5 MeV)

is calculated by employing HO constant fioJ = 41 (A) MeV and

summarized in Fig. 2. The closed shell effect on the internal

energy is clearly seen in Fig, 2. The complementary calculation,

the mass number dependence of the temperature for given

excitation energies ( E = 5, 10, 20, 40, 70 and 100 MeV ) , is

performed and summarized in Fig. 3.

III-l The entropy.

Secondly, we calculate the temperature dependence of the

exponentials of the entropies with eq.flB} for particle number

N£12 having the HO constant -fit* = 15 MeV, and compare results

with f.he degrees of degeneracy of the ground state of the HO

shell model in Fig. 4. The exponential of the entropy, which

corresponds to the number of available states of the system,

approaches to the degree of degeneracy of the HO shell model

ground state at low temperature limit. Since the number of

available states is related to the degree of freedom of the

Z-components of nuclear spin and orbital angular momenta, it does

not go to 1 in open shell nuclei at zero temperature lim^t. This

is a well-known phenomenum in quantum statistical mechanics '.

The balancing effects between the thermal randomness of the

system and the ordering of the closed shell are found for N = 8

and 9 systems in Fig. 4. In general, the thermal radomness,

in*, educed by the temperature, guarrantees that the system of

larger particle number N has larger number of available states.

However, this kind of the thermal radomness is cancelled out by

the stiffness of closed shell at N = 8 (or magic number ) system

in the low temperature region. We find that closed shell effects

overcome the thermal randomness below T - 4 MeV { i.e. the

corresponding excitation energy is less than about 15 MeV for the

case of "fiu)= 15 MeV from Fig. 1 ) . Similar relationships are

found for N = 1, 2 and 3 systems, while Chose are not so drastic

compared to the N = B case.

The mass number dependence of the entropy for given

temperature's and also for given excitation energies are

calculated and summarized respectively in Figs. 5 and 6. The

closed shell effect on the entropy is also clearly seen in Figs.

5 and 6. The experimental method of determining the entropy of

the nucleus will be discussed in the: next section in connection

with the nuclear level density. Although it is an interesting

question to ask how the relationship between ths exponential of

the entropy and degree of freedoms ( the number of available

states ) changes after switching on the residual interactions (

especially, the spin-orbit and spin-spin interactions ), we

discuss this point in section V briefly and leave the main part

of the question for the future study.
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III-3 The heat capacity.

The curvature of the temperature dependence of the internal

energy in Fig. 1 corresponds to the total heal, capacity of the

system. We calculate the heat capacities per particle C^/N, with

the expression (19) divided by the particle number N, and

summarize those in Fig. 7. The heat capacity per particle

becomes 3 at high temperature limit as seen in Fig. 7, which

corresponds to the equi-partition rule ( Dulong-Petit-rule; the

corresponding value for the free fermi gas is 3/2 J. Therefore ,

the heat capacity per particle at high temperature limit is quite

an important quantity in the study of the HX, especially to

understand the interaction and dynamics in the HX. Quite rapid

changes of the heat capacity are found at around T = '.'. "^10 MeV.

These temperatures correspond approximately to excitation

energies of 3 »v85 MeV for N = B and 10 systems. The heat

capacity of N = 8 system shows very peculiar behaviour at around

T = 4 MeV. This behaviour is due to the balancing between the

thermal randomness and the closed shell ordering in the system.

Similar but less peculiar behaviour is found for N = 2 system.

To see the closed shell effect on the heat capacity more

clearly, we calculate the mass number dependence of the heat

capacity per particle for given temperatures and also for given

excitation energies. Those are summarized respcctively in Figs.

8 and 9. The closed shell effect on the heat cipacity is clearly

seen in Figs. 8 and 9. For temperature greater than 4 MeV, the

heat capacity per particle becomes almost constant for mass

number greater than 70. This fact suggests that the usual

grandcanonical treatment of the fermi particle, which is

described by a single particle fermi distribution function, works

in these regions.

We note that, siice the heat capacity is very small at low

temperature, the system is expected to be easily heated-up in low

temperature regions. Therefore, it is expected that the

temperature before the emission of a particle is different from

that given after the emission of a particle, because an emitted

particle carries out too much energy from the system in low

excitation energy regions.

III-4 The rms radius.

We calculate the temperature dependence of the rms radius

with eq.(20) for systems of particle number N<.14 having the HO

constant "Tiw = 15 MeV, and summarize the results in Fig. 10. The

rms radii so calculated show very weak temperature dependence.

From these caleu la tions we can conclude that this ensemble

is equivalent to the HO shel1 model at low temperature limit.

Similar results are also obtained with the isospin formalism.

IV. Nuclear leve1 density and thermodynamical quantities

Thus far the nuclear level density is only the quantity to

extract the nuclear thermodynamical quantities ( temperature,

entropy etc. ) in low excitation energy region, and these

thermodynami >i 1 quantities are also important in the study of the

HX forme >v medium and high energy heavy-ion collisions. The

conventional nuclear level density formula is obtained by the

- 1 1 - - 1 2 -



microcanonical treatment of free fermi gas or fermi gas in a

potential well with the saddle-point approximation in the inverse

Laplace transformation. Typical level density formulae for one

component and two components are respectively given by11,12)

f(N,E) (21)

carefully, and discuss the applicability of the conventional

level density formula to the real nuclear system by employing the

spin formalism { N = 2). We neglect the spin-orbit splitting of

the single particle state and the effect of the residual

interaction, while following arguments may be staightforward even

if these effects are taken into account.

Since the exponential of the entropy ( e N ) is the number

of available states, the nuclear level density is defined by12)

where E is the excitation energy. The level density parameter a

is related to the single-particle level density g Q by a = 6 ̂ o"

The thermodynamic temperature t is given by t = IE/a. The

theoretical level density parameter a is A/15 for free fenni gas

and A/10 for fermi gas in a Harmonic Oscillator (HO) well . The

parameter a, extracted from experimental data, is approximated by

A/8 1 3' 1 4'. Therefore, the applicability of the formula to the

real nuclear system is still not clear . On the other hand the

excitation energy dependence of the parameter a is poorly known

compared to its mass number dependence. This stems from

following reasons : 1} TIius far the experimental nuclear level

density is only well-known from neutron resonances and neutron

evapolation spectra, whose excitation energy is almost equal to a

neutron binding energy or few hundreds keV up above. 2) The

explicit inclusion of the excitation energy dependence conf1icts

with the basic idea of the saddle-point approximation.

Therefore, we study here the relationship between thermodynamical

quantities of this ensemble and the nuclear level density

P- I f . SeSN. ,22,

Equating eq.(21) to the value calculated by eq. (22), we obtain

the mass number dependence of the level density parameter a for

given excitation energies and summarize it in Fig. 11. The

parameter a is small at closed shell nuclei and large in the

middle of shell nuclei. This tendency is consistent with

experimental data ' . The mass number dependence of a becomes

A/a at about 20 MeV excitation energy and A/13 at about 70 MeV

excitation energy except at around closed shell nuclei. Then it

becomes A/15 at high energy limit. This excitation energy

dependence is not incompatible with recent experimental data near

A = 160 obtained by G. Nebbia et al '. However ,the existence

of the excitation energy dependence of the parameter a gives rise

to a question on the applicabi1ity of the conventional nuclear

level density formula { eqs.(21) and (211) ) based on the

saddle-point approximation. Here we study the relationship

between our treatment and the saddle-point approximation .
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Let us assume that the temperature dependence of the

excitation energy E is given by a simple polynomial form: E -

aT , where the factor a and the order k are respectively assumed

1 /k
to be constant. The temperature may be given by T = (E/a) as

an inverse problem. The heat capacity C N is given by C N =

kaT , and the entropy S M is expressed by

(23)

If the parabolic function of the temperature T is assumed for the

excitation energy E, the level density formula { eq.(2?)) becomes

with C = e°NSM(T=0) (24)

Since the factor in front of the exponential does not play

serious role in the actual application, this formula is

essentially equivalent to the conventional level density formulae

( eqs.(21) and (211) >. In other words, the level density

formula based on the saddle-point approximation is equivalent to

the parabolic approximation for the temperature dependence of the

excitation energy. Therefore our main question on the

conventional nuclear level density formula is whether the

parabolic approximation for the excitation energy is adequate cr

not. To examine this point we extract the mass number dependence

of the order k of polynomial at several excitation energies from

our calculation of the nuclear canonical ensemble, and summarize

it in Fig. 12. Tht. mass number dependence of the k is very weak

except at around closed shell nuclei, and the k comes closer to 2

with the increase of the excitation energy. We find that the k

obtained by E = aT is numerically equal to that derived by

k = I + CN/(SNtT)-SN(T=0)). The existence of the excitation

energy dependence of the k suggests that a simple polynomial form

of the temperature for the excitation energy, especially a simple

parabolic form rfhich is equivalent to the saddle-point

approximation in the inverse Laplace transformation, is improper

so as to represent tht nuclear system. This may stem from the

fact that nuclear single particle states are not well

degenerated, compared to the usual electron gas in the metal.

Furthermore, we examine the mass and excits Lion energy dependence

ot the ratio (t/T) between the thertnodynamic temperature t,

defined by the parabolic approximation ( ,jE/a ), and the

temperarure T. We summarize those in Fig. 13. The t is usually

smaller than the T except near closed shell nuclei, and it comes

closer to the T at closed shell nuclei and also at higher

excitation energy.

The existence of the excitation energy dependence in the

order of k, which corresponds to the existence of excitation

energy dependence of the parameter a in the conventional nuclear

level density formula, suggests that : 1) The level density

formula based on the saddle-point approximation is not adequate

for the real nuclear system. 2) We should define and discuss the

entropy itself instead of the level density parameter a, and

study its mass, charge and excitation energy dependence from the

experimental nuclear level density- Thus the nuclear level



density plays important roles in the interrelationship between

the conventional study of nuclear states, composed of particles

and holes in few active shells, and the study of phenomena in

medium and high energy heavy-ion collisions.

V Summary and C scussion

In this work we have studied the thermodynamical properties

of the canonical ensemble <>t many fermions in a HO potential in

terms of the temperature dependent antisymmetrized density

matrix. Firstly we have derived the temperature dependent one

particle density matrix and extend it to the many fermions system

of particle number N. Secondly we have calculated the internal

energy, the entropy and its exponential, the heat capacity and

the rms radius of the system with the antisymmetrized den si ty

matrices obtained. Then we compared the internal energy and the

exponential of entropy respectively with the t _al energy and

degrees of degeneracy ( number of avaLiable states ) of the

ground state of the HO shell model, and we found one-to-one

correspondence between t hoii. Thus we conclude that this system

is equivalent to the ground state of the conventional HO shell

mode 1 at 1 uw tempe rature limit. ThlIrt1y we have it. ud led the

re la t ion ah i p between thermodyn.inu ca 1 quantities of the canonical

enscmble and t he nuclea r 1 ovu 1 density. Then we found that

characteristic I'cviture:, of nuoloai love 1 densities observed

experlmenta1ly are n?pi ̂ tiuced , <md ti 1 so t he level dens i ty

parameter a has the cxi-itat i in <_-nei <.);• dependence.

Here we study briefly .several serious but interest i IKJ

difficulties { open questions ) occurred through detailed

comparisons between this ensemble and the real nuclear system.

Those are:

1) How to determine the temperature parameter from the low energy

nuclear phenomena ?. Thus far the temperature, we employed,

is only an implicit parameter to represent the amount of the

excitation energy. In other words, our main discussion concerns

only the relationship between the excitation energy and other

thermodynamical quantities through temperature parameter.

However, the extraction of temperature from experimental data is

not obvious. The experimental information on the s., and the E

may give one of the possible method to extract the temperature

through the formula T = dS^/dE, while this idea is essentially

based on th-a microcanonical ensemble. Therefore the

determination of the S., from the nuclear level density ( e.g. by

S N(E) - 2Ja(E)E ) is requested. On the other hand, the situation

is well-improved in higher excitation energy region, where the

temperature parameter is given by a slope parameter of the

particle inclusive spectra, while the slope parameter of the

particle inclusive spectra becomes — 7 — in low excitation energy

181

region

2) How to define the heat capacity of the nucleus in low

exci tat ion energy region ?. This problem is deeply connected

with the first difficulty mentioned above, because the idea of

the heat capac ty closely related with the idea of the

tempe z a ture Vh.^ref ore, only i f we can determine the temperature

parameter, we can define the heat capacity and clarify the

- IK-



relationship between the entropy and the heat capacity.

3) How to discretize the entropy in low temperature region ?.

Here we note that, while the temperature T is a continuous

c 19)

par ."meter, the e N is a discrete quantity in its nature

Therefore we need some kind of the quantization to treat this

problem. While the discretization of the e N is an interesting

statistcal mechanical problem, here we leave this problem as for

an important future subject. The relationship between the

entropy defined here and that discussed in the medium and high

energy heavy-ion collisions will be discussed in the following

works 1 8*.

4) Bow to reformulate thermodynamical quantities when the

residual interaction is switched on ?. There exist two
9 1

pathological methods. The first method is the perturbation .

As far as the not extremely low excitation energy is concerned,

the perturbation may work, because the residual interaction is

small compared to the main part of the interaction ( i.e. the HO

well employed here ) . The other method is the temperature

dependent Hartree-Fock ( HF ) calculation. Recently Bonche,

Levit and Vautherin performed a temperature dependent Hartree-

Fock calculation for heavy nuclear system based on the

gr^ndcanonical ensemble1' . As mentioned in the subsection

IIZ-3, their treatment may work only in the heavy nuclear system.

We need a modification of treatment in the light nuclear system

so as to treat the system as a canonical ensemble. The entropy

obtained here agrees qualitatively with that obtained by Bonche,

Levit and Vautherin for heavy particle system. Here we note that

the many fermions system in a HO potential is considered to be

the opposite limit of the system of the free fermi gas with zero

range hard core, and that the real system is considered to stay

in between these two extreme systems.

In conclusion, we obtain general conceptual and partly

quantitative correspondence between the canonical ensemble and

the she 11 model. while we still have some open questions, such

as the quantization of the exponential of entropy etc., we can

say that the canonical description of the nuclear system is

possible.
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Figure Captions :

Fig* J• The temperature de[ 'ndence of the internal energy

for N particle systems having a HO constant *n*uJ = 15

MeV and the total energy of the HO shell model. The

energies are normalized by the •ftuJ.

Fig. 2. The mass number A t = 2N I dependence of the excitation

en«_rgy E ( = U (T)-UN(T=0) } for given temperatures T.

The mass number dependent oscillator constant 'ffuJ -

41A"1''3 MeV is employed.

Fig. 3. The mass number A dependence of the temperature T for

given excitation energies E. The mass number dependant

oscillator constant -fiW = 41A MeV is employed.

Pig. 4, Tile temperature dependence of the exponential of the

entropy for N particle systems having a HO constant

'fi'iO = 15 MeV and the number of: available states of

the HO shell model.

temperatures T. The mass number dependent oscillator

constant fiuJ = 41A~1/3 MeV is employed.

The mass number A dependence of the en

excitation energies E, The mass number dependent

oscillator constant "RuJ = 41A MeV is employed.

Fig. 7. The temperature dependence o£ the heat capacity per

particle for N particle systems having d HO constant

*hu) = 15 MeV.

Fig. S. The nuss number A dependence of the heat capacity per

particle C /N for given temperatures T. The mass number

dependent oscillator constant -fiu) = 41A MeV is

employed.

Fig. 9. The mass number A dependence of the heat capacipty per

particle C-j/N for given excitation energies E. The mass

number dependent oscillator constant *RuJ =• 41A MeV is

employed.

Fig. 10. T.,e temperature dependence of the itns radius for N

particle systems having the HO constant 'fi'yj= 15 MeV.

Fig,11. The mass number dependence of the level density parameter

a for given excitation energies E which is defined by

equating eq.(21) to the value calculated by eq.(22J.

Fig.12. The mass number dependence of tho order k which

is defined by the aTK type temperature dependent

excitation energy E.

Fig.13. The mass number dependence of the ratio (t/T) of the

thermodynamic temperature t ( = JE/a) defined by the

parabolic approximation and the temperarure T for given

excitation energies E.
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